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Abstract Fixing ambiguities is beneficial to improve

accuracy and convergence time of precise point positioning

(PPP). In recent years, several methods have been proposed

to estimate fractional cycle biases (FCBs) to realize

ambiguity-fixed PPP. Existing single-difference models are

mostly for GPS-only ambiguity-fixed PPP. However, the

use of a single-difference model to achieve fixed ambigu-

ities in GPS ? GLONASS PPP is complicated because

GLONASS uses frequency division multiple access mod-

ulation. This study presents an improved method to esti-

mate undifferenced FCBs using network observations. The

periodic feature of a trigonometric function is utilized to

eliminate the integer ambiguity. Therefore, the proposed

method avoids the difficulty of ambiguity fixing in undif-

ferenced FCBs estimation at the network. Thus, it is a very

simple method. GPS ? GLONASS observation data of the

Chinese reference station network are used to achieve

ambiguity fixing for GPS-only and GPS ? GLONASS

PPP using the estimated FCBs. Experimental results show

that the FCBs estimated with the proposed method can

satisfy the accuracy requirement for ambiguity-fixed PPP.

The root-mean-squares of the resolutions of GPS-only

ambiguity-fixed PPP in the N, E, and U directions can

reach 0.8, 0.9, and 2.5 cm, respectively, which are

comparable with existing ambiguity-fixed resolutions in

PPP. The resolutions of fixed ambiguity in GPS ? GLO-

NASS PPP can reach 0.7, 0.7, and 2.0 cm, which is an

improvement by approximately 13, 22, and 20%, respec-

tively, compared to the fixed solution of GPS-only PPP.

Keywords GPS � GLONASS � Precise point positioning �
Ambiguity resolution � Inter-frequency bias � Fractional
cycle bias � Undifferenced observation

Introduction

The precise point positioning (PPP) technique does not

require a dense reference network to achieve static posi-

tioning at the centimeter level and dynamic positioning at

the decimeter level or better. The ambiguity is usually

regarded as a real-valued in traditional PPP based on the

undifferenced model (Zumberge et al. 1997; Kouba 2003).

Gabor and Nerem (1999) first proposed the algorithm and

concept of fixing the ambiguity of a single station. Since

the accuracy of orbit and clock corrections has continu-

ously improved, the technique for PPP ambiguity fixing has

also significantly improved in recent years. Ge et al. (2008)

emphasized that the single-difference ambiguities of a

certain satellite pair must have a similar fractional part

because they can form double difference ambiguities close

to an integer. The fractional part, which is usually called

fractional cycle bias (FCB), can be estimated by single-

difference observations from a reference station network.

These estimated FCBs are broadcast to the PPP user and

used to eliminate the satellite FCBs in the user’s single-

difference observations. This approach can achieve ambi-

guity-fixed PPP solutions. Unlike in Ge’s method, the

integer clock and decoupled clock models were proposed
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by Laurichesse et al. (2009) and Collins et al. (2010),

respectively, with fixed undifferenced ambiguity. The

clock biases of the satellite and the receiver are utilized in

the two methods to absorb the satellite and receiver FCBs,

respectively. The integer nature of the ambiguity can be

restored in this manner, so PPP ambiguity fixing is possi-

ble. This method is known as the integer-recovery clock

(IRC) method. Geng et al. (2010b) analyzed and compared

the FCB- and IRC-based methods for fixing ambiguity and

proved their equivalence.

Since the FCB products of Ge et al. (2008) are based on

the single difference between satellites, the server and users

need to use the single-difference model. Moreover, because

of frequency division multiple access (FDMA), fixing

GLONASS ambiguities based on single differencing

between satellites in GPS ? GLONASS PPP requires the

ambiguity of the reference satellite. Detailed information

on the processing of differenced GPS and GLONASS

observations can be found in Leick et al. (1995, 2015).

Since the undifferenced model requires no single differ-

ences, that model is more suitable for fixing GLONASS

ambiguities. Geng et al. (2010a) proposed using the FCBs

of a specific satellite as the datum after the FCBs of the

single-difference model have been obtained. The single-

difference FCBs are converted into undifferenced FCBs in

this approach. Users can use the undifferenced model, but

the single-difference model is employed at the server. Li

and Zhang (2012) proposed introducing the FCBs of a

specific station as the datum to solve the rank defect of the

equations in undifferenced FCBs estimation. The undif-

ferenced FCBs at the server are estimated. In this method,

the common-view satellites of adjacent stations are used to

calculate the initial FCBs of the receiver and satellites at all

stations, which serve as the datum. However, this approach

assumes that the integer ambiguity can be accurately fixed.

In practice, 100% accuracy in ambiguity fixing is impos-

sible due to the influence of various factors. Any errors in

ambiguity fixing can affect the resolution of FCBs esti-

mation. Gabor and Nerem (1999) utilized the periodic

nature of a trigonometric function to eliminate ambiguity;

thus, they proposed FCBs estimation method that does not

depend on the integer term. This approach was then applied

to estimating single-difference FCBs, which is efficient and

practical. The present study improves on the FCBs esti-

mation method proposed by Gabor and Nerem. The

trigonometric function is transformed into a linear function

using the Taylor series expansion. As a result, an equation

without integer ambiguity is obtained, which is suitable for

estimating undifferenced FCBs. This model is simple

because it does not require ambiguity fixing at the server.

GPS ? GLONASS observation data within China are used

for experimental verification. The ambiguities of GPS-only

and GPS ? GLONASS PPP are fixed. The results show

that a positioning accuracy of 1 cm and 3 cm is obtained

for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, after

the PPP ambiguities have been fixed. The accuracy of

ambiguity-fixed GPS ? GLONASS PPP is superior to that

of GPS-only PPP.

Single-differenced FCBs estimation method

The real-valued ambiguity in undifferenced PPP includes

the hardware delay and initial phase bias, so the integer

nature is lost (Blewitt 1989). This ambiguity can be

expressed as:

bsr ¼ Ns
r þ /s þ /r ð1Þ

where r and s are the station and satellite identifiers,

respectively, bsr is the real-valued undifferenced ambiguity,

Ns
r is the integer ambiguity that includes the integer part of

uncalibrated phase delay, and /s and /r are the satellite and

receiver FCBs, respectively. The quantities Ns
r , /

s, and /r

are linearly dependent in (1). The /r is first eliminated

through the single difference between satellites in single-

differenced FCBs estimation. The difference of (1) is

solved for satellite s and reference satellite k as follows:

bs;kr ¼ Ns;k
r þ /s;k ð2Þ

A trigonometric function is used in (2) to eliminate the

ambiguity Ns
r , i.e.,

sin 2pbs;kr
� �

¼ sin 2pNs;k
r þ 2p/s;k

� �
¼ sin 2p/s;k

� �

cos 2pbs;kr
� �

¼ cos 2pNs;k
r þ 2p/s;k

� �
¼ cos 2p/s;k

� � ð3Þ

The inverse operation of the trigonometric function is

performed to estimate the satellite FCBs (Gabor and Nerem

1999):

/s;k ¼ 1

2p
arctan 2

Xm

r¼1

sin 2pbs;kr
� �

;
Xm

r¼1

cos 2pbs;kr
� �

 !

ð4Þ

where m is the number of network stations. This method

requires that the single difference between satellites elim-

inates the receiver FCBs. This is not suitable for GLO-

NASS where the FDMA technique is used. Also, the

single-difference model has to deal with reference satel-

lites, so it is more complex than the undifferenced model.

Improved undifferenced FCBs estimation method

The integer ambiguity Ns
r in (1) must be eliminated to

establish the relationship between the undifferenced real

ambiguity and the FCBs of the satellite and the receiver in

undifferenced FCBs estimation. Li and Zhang (2012) pro-

posed fixing the integer ambiguity to eliminate Ns
r .
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However, ensuring 100% accurate ambiguity fixing is

difficult. Therefore, the periodic nature of the trigonometric

function is utilized in the present study to eliminate Ns
r . A

trigonometric function is used in (1) as follows:

sin 2pbsr
� �

¼ sin 2p Ns
r þ /s þ /r

� �� �
¼ sin 2p /s þ /rð Þð Þ

cos 2pbsr
� �

¼ cos 2p Ns
r þ /s þ /r

� �� �
¼ cos 2p /s þ /rð Þð Þ

ð5Þ

The integer ambiguity is eliminated in (5). The real-valued

undifferenced ambiguity in bsr is then only related to /r and

/s. Therefore, this method is suitable for undifferenced

FCBs estimation. Equation (5) is a nonlinear equation, so

linearization needs to be done using the following

trigonometric functions:

sinðxÞ cosðyÞ þ cosðxÞ sinðyÞ ¼ sinðbÞ
cosðxÞ cosðyÞ � sinðxÞ sinðyÞ ¼ cosðbÞ

ð6Þ

where x ¼ 2p/s; y ¼ 2p/r; and b ¼ 2pbsr . The Taylor

series expansion is performed for (6) at the initial value of

X0 ¼ x0; y0ð ÞT as follows:

cos x0 þ y0
� �

ðdxþ dyÞ ¼ l

� sin x0 þ y0
� �

ðdxþ dyÞ ¼ l0
ð7Þ

where l ¼ sinðbÞ � sinðx0 þ y0Þ and l0 ¼ cosðbÞ�
cosðx0 þ y0Þ. To calculate the initial value of X0 for the first

epoch, the FCBs of a specific station are chosen as datum,

and then the common-view satellites of adjacent stations

are used to initialize FCBs of the receiver and satellites at

all stations. More details can be found in Li and Zhang

(2012). Suppose that m stations in the network observe n

satellites, then

l1

l2

..

.

lm

2

6666664

3

7777775

¼

S01 R0
1

S02 R0
2

..

. . .
.

S0m R0
m

2

666664

3

777775

dx

dy

" #

S0i ¼ diag a01; a
0
2; . . .; a

0
n

� �
; R0

i ¼ a01; a
0
2; . . .; a

0
n

� �T
; li ¼ l1; l2; . . .; ln½ �T

dx ¼ dx1; dx2; . . .; dxn½ �T ; dy ¼ dy1; dy2; . . .; dym½ �T; i ¼ 1; . . .;m

ð8Þ

where S0 and R0 are the coefficient matrices and vectors of

the satellite and receiver FCBs, respectively. a01; a
0
2; � � � ; a0n

are the functions of the initial receiver and satellites FCBs

and can be calculated by (7). l is the difference of observed

and computed vector. dx and dy are the parameter vectors

of the satellite and receiver FCBs. A rank defect of one

occurs in (8) because of the linear dependency between the

satellite and receiver FCBs. Therefore, a specific station is

selected as the reference station, and its receiver FCB is

assumed to be zero,

dy1 ¼ 0 ð9Þ

Once ½dx;dy�T is estimated by using (8) and (9), the

satellite and receiver FCBs can be calculated as follows:

/s ¼ x0 þ dxð Þ
2p

/r ¼
y0 þ dyð Þ
2p

8
>><

>>:
ð10Þ

Equation (8) relates the real-valued undifferenced ambi-

guity to satellite and receiver FCBs. Therefore, it avoids

the difficulty of ambiguity fixing and is very simple rela-

tion. In additional, Eq. (8) is suitable for estimating wide-

and narrow-lane FCBs because it does not depend on the

estimation method of real-valued ambiguity.

Using the above method, the satellite wide- and narrow-

lane FCBs can be estimated at the server and broadcasted

to users. Users first correct satellite FCBs using the

broadcast FCBs. Then, the ambiguity of the reference

satellite is selected and fixed to the nearest integer so that

the fractional part is extracted as the receiver FCBs. Then,

the ambiguities of other satellites can be corrected by the

receiver FCBs to restore integer nature. Finally, the

LAMBDA method (Teunissen 1995) can be used to search

for the integer solutions of each ambiguity and obtain the

ambiguity-fixed PPP solution.

Data processing

The GPS ? GLONASS observation data of 110 stations

within China on DOY 344–350, 2013, were selected to

verify the feasibility of the proposed undifferenced FCBs

estimation method (Fig. 1). For the measurement model-

ing, we used the final orbit and clock correction products

Fig. 1 Distribution of stations. Red stars represent the reference

stations, and the blue circles represent the roving stations
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provided by the European Space Agency to eliminate the

orbit and clock offsets. The ionospheric-free combinations

were used to eliminate first-order ionospheric effects. The

dry tropospheric components, solid earth tides, phase

center correction, phase windup, and Sagnac delay were

corrected with precision models provided by IGS. The wet

troposphere components were estimated with the random

walk method. GLONASS pseudorange and carrier phase

observations are influenced by inter-frequency biases

(IFBs), which in turn affect the FCBs estimation of

GLONASS (Reussner and Wanninger 2011). The carrier

phase IFBs are linearly correlated with frequency, and the

same receiver type shares the same IFBs (Wanninger 2012;

Sleewaegen et al. 2012). Therefore, the linear model pro-

vided by Wanninger (2012) was used for carrier phase IFB

calibration. Unlike the carrier phase IFBs, the pseudorange

IFBs are related to the receiver type, firmware version of

the receiver, and antenna type. Moreover, they do not have

a clear linear relationship with frequency, and accurate

calibration is currently impossible (Kozlov et al. 2000;

Reussner and Wanninger 2011; Chuang et al. 2013).

Therefore, stations with the same receiver and antenna

types were selected for the present study. The pseudorange

IFBs of the receivers of different firmware versions were

estimated before the experiment to calibrate the GLO-

NASS pseudorange observations using the method pro-

posed by Yi et al. (2016).

Since the ionospheric-free ambiguity itself is not an

integer, it is expressed in the form of wide- or narrow-lane

ambiguities. However, wide- and narrow-lane FCBs cannot

be simultaneously estimated due to the rank deficiency of

the PPP normal equation system (Ge et al. 2008). So the

smoothed Hatch-Melbourne–Wübbena combinations of

observations are generally used first to estimate wide-lane

(WL) FCBs (Melbourne 1985; Wübbena 1985; Blewitt

1989). After the wide-lane FCBs are obtained and the

wide-lane ambiguity has been fixed, the narrow-lane (NL)

ambiguity can be formed using the integer wide-lane

ambiguity and ionospheric-free ambiguity as follows:

bn ¼
f1 þ f2

f1
bc �

f2

f1 þ f2
Nwid ð11Þ

where bn and bc are the narrow-lane ambiguity and iono-

spheric-free ambiguity, respectively. Nwid is the integer

wide-lane ambiguity, and f1 and f2 are the frequency of L1

and L2 carrier. Then, the narrow-lane FCBs can be esti-

mated (Ge et al. 2008).

First, at the server we selected 50 stations as reference

stations to estimate the satellite wide- and narrow-lane

FCBs using the proposed method. Only one set of wide-

lane FCBs is required per day because the wide-lane FCBs

are stable. In comparison, the narrow-lane FCBs are prone

to the influence of residual errors of orbit and clock

corrections, the atmosphere, and other factors. The varia-

tion within one day can reach 0.5 cycles, but the variation

can be regarded as stable in the short term (15 min). Since

the accuracy of narrow-lane FCBs affects the final reso-

lution of the ambiguity-fixed PPP, a set of narrow-lane

FCBs estimates for 15 min are provided to ensure the

quality of narrow-lane FCBs (Ge et al. 2008; Geng et al.

2012). Moreover, we fixed the station coordinates to the

true values, and the elevation cutoff angle was 15�.
Then, we use the other 60 stations as the roving stations

to investigate the performance of the estimated satellite

FCBs on daily solutions of ambiguity-fixed PPP. The ele-

vation cutoff angle was set to 10�, and the partial ambiguity

fixing method (Teunissen et al. 1999; Wang and Feng

2013) was applied. The ratio and success rate P0 were used

to determine whether the ambiguity was fixed. The

thresholds for ratio and success rate were set to 4 and 0.99,

respectively. The success rate P0 was calculated with the

following equation (Dong and Bock 1989):

P0 ¼ 1�
X1

n¼1

erfc
n� ðb� IÞ

ffiffiffi
2

p
r

� �
� erfc

nþ ðb� IÞ
ffiffiffi
2

p
r

� �	 


ð12Þ

where erfcðxÞ ¼ 2ffiffi
p

p
R1

x

e�t2dt, b and r2 are the float solution
for ambiguity and its variance, respectively, and I is the

nearest integer of b.

Experimental result analysis

To assess the accuracy of the FCBs products estimated

using the proposed method, we first show their stability and

consistency and then demonstrate their contribution to

daily solution on ambiguity-fixed PPP.

Stability and consistency of the wide-lane

and narrow-lane FCBs

Figure 2 shows the estimates of the undifferenced wide-

lane FCBs of GPS and GLONASS on DOY 344–350,

2013, and their standard deviations (STDs). The results

show that the estimates of the undifferenced wide-lane

FCBs of GPS and GLONASS have a good day-to-day

repeatability. The average STD of the undifferenced wide-

lane FCBs estimations of GPS on different days is

approximately 0.016 cycles, with a maximum STD of

approximately 0.021 cycles. The repeatability of the

undifferenced wide-lane FCBs estimations of GLONASS

is lower than that of GPS, with an average STD of 0.046

cycles and a maximum STD of 0.066 cycles.

The FCB products are used to fix ambiguities of the

reference network and the residuals after ambiguity fixing
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are analyzed. A small residual indicates high consistency,

as well as a reliable and precise FCBs estimation (Ge et al.

2008; Geng et al. 2012). The residual distribution of the

wide-lane FCBs of GPS and GLONASS was calculated,

and the result is shown in Fig. 3. The STD of the GPS

wide-lane residuals is only 0.05 cycles. Approximately

98.9% of the wide-lane residuals are smaller than 0.125

cycles, whereas only 0.32% residuals are larger than 0.2

cycles. The STD of the GLONASS wide-lane residuals is

approximately 0.1 cycles. Approximately 90% of the

residuals are smaller than 0.125 cycles, whereas 4.6% of

the residuals are larger than 0.2 cycles. The GPS and

GLONASS wide-lane residuals are clearly small and

indicate the high-quality wide-lane FCBs estimation.

Therefore, the requirement for fixing wide-lane ambiguity

is satisfied. The lower performance of GLONASS

compared to GPS can be attributed to the effect of GLO-

NASS observation quality and calibration accuracy of

pseudorange IFBs.

Figure 4 shows the time series of the narrow-lane FCBs

estimations of GPS and GLONASS. The narrow-lane FCBs

are susceptible to unmodeled errors, i.e., residuals of

satellite clock bias and atmospheric delay, because of the

short wavelength of the narrow-lane observations. As a

result, the narrow-lane FCBs within one day have a tem-

poral variation of approximately 0.3 cycles. However, the

temporal variation is slow. The STD of the narrow-lane

FCBs estimations of each satellite over 15 min on DOY

344, 2013, was calculated, and the result is shown in Fig. 5.

The figure shows that the maximum STD of narrow-lane

FCBs estimation within 15 min does not exceed 0.02

cycles. The average STD of the GPS FCBs estimations is

Fig. 2 Wide-lane FCBs

estimates of each satellite (left)

and their STDs (right) on DOY

344–350, 2013. Here different

colors mean different satellites

Fig. 3 Residual distribution of

the wide-lane FCBs for GPS

and GLONASS on DOY 344

and the STDs of wide-lane

residual for seven days
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only 0.002 cycles, whereas that of GLONASS is 0.003

cycles. Therefore, the narrow-lane FCBs are sufficiently

stable within 15 min and can be regarded as constants.

The residuals of the narrow-lane FCBs of GPS and

GLONASS on DOY 344, 2013, are calculated (Fig. 6) to

assess the accuracy of narrow-lane FCBs estimations. The

STD of the residuals of the narrow-lane FCBs of GPS is

only 0.039 cycles. Approximately 99.1% of the residuals of

the narrow-lane FCBs are smaller than 0.125 cycles,

whereas 0.37% of the residuals are larger than 0.2 cycles.

The residuals of the narrow-lane FCBs of GLONASS are

slightly larger than those of GPS. Approximately 97.6% of

the residuals of the narrow-lane FCBs are smaller than

0.125 cycles, whereas 0.68% of the residuals are greater

than 0.2 cycles. The STD is 0.06 cycles. The reason why

the residuals of the narrow-lane FCBs of GLONASS are

lower than those of wide-lane FCBs is that the carrier phase

IFBs can be effectively eliminated. The pseudorange IFBs

have no effect on the estimation of the narrow-lane FCBs

after the wide-lane ambiguity has been accurately fixed.

Therefore, the accuracy of the narrow-lane FCBs of

GLONASS can be high. However, the accuracy of the

FCBs of GLONASS is slightly lower than that of the FCBs

of GPS because the accuracy of the GLONASS orbits and

clock products is also slightly lower than those of GPS.

Contribution to daily solution on ambiguity-fixed

PPP

Figure 7 provides the time series of dynamic PPP on DOY

344, 2013, at roving stations R003 and R039. Station R003

is located at the margin of the station network area,

whereas station R039 is located at the center. This fig-

ure shows that stations R003 and R039 can both realize

ambiguity-fixed PPP, improving PPP accuracy. The float

solution accuracy of PPP decreases at the two stations from

18:00 to 23:00 (local time). The accuracy of GPS-only PPP

exhibited the most significant decrease. However, the

accuracy of the PPP fixed solutions did not noticeably

decrease. A possible reason is that the residual errors for a

specific satellite are large, so the positioning accuracy is

affected. However, ambiguity fixing improves the geo-

metric strength of the solution and thus the positioning

accuracy. Figure 8 shows that the introduction of

Fig. 4 Time series of narrow-lane FCBs estimations on DOY 344,

2013

Fig. 5 STD distribution of narrow-lane FCBs estimations for 15 min

on DOY 344, 2013

Fig. 6 Distribution of the residuals of the narrow-lane FCBs on DOY

344, 2013
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GLONASS observations improves the resolution of the

float solutions of GPS ? GLONASS PPP. The speed of

fixing the ambiguity of GPS ? GLONASS PPP is also

clearly higher than that of GPS-only PPP.

Table 1 provides the RMS values of the positioning

accuracy at stations R003 and R039. The table shows that

fixed ambiguity can improve the PPP accuracy. The hori-

zontal accuracy is better than 1 cm, whereas the vertical

accuracy is less than 3 cm.

Figure 8 provides the RMS values of the float and fixed

solutions of GPS-only and GPS ? GLONASS PPP on

DOY 344, 2013, at all 60 roving stations. The mean RMS

values of the float solutions of GPS-only PPP in the N, E,

and U directions can reach 1.8, 2.8, and 3.3 cm, respec-

tively, while the respective values of the float solutions of

GPS ? GLONASS PPP are 1.1, 1.6, and 2.2 cm. After the

PPP ambiguities have been fixed, the ambiguity parameters

can be eliminated so that the geometric strength of the

mathematical model increases. As a result, the positioning

accuracy improves further. The mean RMS values of the

fixed solutions of GPS-only PPP in the N, E, and U

directions are 0.8, 0.9, and 2.5 cm, respectively, while the

respective values of the fixed solutions of

GPS ? GLONASS PPP are 0.6, 0.7, and 2.0 cm. The

accuracy of the fixed solutions of GPS-only PPP in the up

direction is higher than that of the float solutions but lower

than that of the float solutions of GPS ? GLONASS PPP.

This condition can be attributed to the easy fixing of the

ambiguity of a satellite with a high elevation angle,

whereas the satellite with a low elevation angle is sus-

ceptible to the effect of noise. As a result, the success rate

of ambiguity fixing and the positioning accuracy of the

fixed solutions in the up direction are decreased. However,

the number of satellites with different elevation angles

increases in GPS ? GLONASS PPP with the addition of

GLONASS observations. This situation improves the

geometric configuration of the dilution of precision and the

positioning accuracy in the up direction.

The mean RMS values of the positioning accuracy at 60

stations for seven days are calculated and shown in

Table 2. The seven-day statistical results are similar to the

single-day statistical results. The mean RMS of the fixed

solutions of GPS-only PPP can reach 0.8, 0.9, and 2.5 cm,

which improved by approximately 56, 68, and 24%,

respectively, compared with the float solutions. The RMS

values of the fixed solutions of GPS ? GLONASS PPP are

Fig. 7 Time series of positioning on DOY 344, 2013, at stations R003 and R039

Fig. 8 RMS of the float and

fixed solutions on DOY 344,

2013, at 60 stations. The left

panels show the RMS of GPS-

only PPP, and the right panels

that for GPS ? GLONASS PPP
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0.7, 0.7, and 2.0 cm, which improved by 36, 59, and 13%,

respectively, compared with the respective float solutions.

These values improved by 13, 22, and 20% relative to the

fixed solutions of GPS-only PPP.

Summary

This study presents an improved undifferenced FCBs

estimation method that utilizes the periodic nature of a

trigonometric function to eliminate integer ambiguity.

Fixing the integer ambiguity is not required, and the model

is simple. GPS ? GLONASS observation data from sta-

tions in China were used in an experiment, in which the

ambiguity of GPS-only and GPS ? GLONASS PPP was

fixed. The experimental results show that quality of the

FCBs estimated by the proposed method is high enough for

PPP ambiguity fixing. The experimental results also show

that the GLONASS ambiguity can be fixed through the

calibration of inter-frequency biases for the same receiver

and antenna types. The wide- and narrow-lane FCBs of

GLONASS have a lower accuracy than those of GPS. For

dynamic PPP daily solution, the RMS values of the float

solutions of GPS-only PPP in the N, E, and U directions are

1.8, 2.8, and 3.5 cm, respectively. The RMS values of the

float solutions of GPS ? GLONASS PPP are 1.1, 1.7, and

2.3 cm. Ambiguity fixing can significantly improve PPP

accuracy, especially in the east direction. The RMS values

of the fixed solutions of GPS-only PPP are 0.8, 0.9, and

2.5 cm, which improved by approximately 56, 68, and

24%, respectively, compared with the respective float

solutions. The RMS values of the fixed solutions of

GPS ? GLONASS PPP are 0.7, 0.7, and 2.0 cm, which

improved by 36, 59, and 13%, respectively, compared with

the respective float solutions. These values improved by

13, 22, and 20% compared with the fixed solutions of GPS-

only PPP.
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